The traditional wireless sensor networks (WSNs) fixed the sink node in a certain place has a serious hotspot problem. The sensors closer to the sink node usually required forwarding a large amount of traffic for sensors farther from the sink node. Hotspot problem causes the nodes near the hotspot sensor node consuming much more energy than the other nodes, which seriously shortens the lifetime of the sensor networks. In the paper, it is proposed a dual mobile sink nodes protocol (DMSP) which combines the balance traffic strategy in the WSNs to extend the lifetime of the sensor networks. The simulation results show that the proposed DMSP can efficiently prolong the lifetime of the WSNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have a large number of nodes deployed over large area, and sensor nodes typically operate on batteries and are thus limited in their active lifetime. There are many researches adopting different sink node deployment strategies including fixed sink node or moving sink node methods [3] [4] [5] . In a fixed sink node WSNs model, sensor nodes closer to the sink node are usually required to forward a large amount of traffic that causes the hotspot problem [2] . Therefore, the sensor nodes in hotspot area tend to run out of energy more quickly than other nodes and reduce the functional network lifetime. It is important to maintain a balance of energy consumption in WSNs. Therefore, the certain sensor nodes, which are near the sink nodes, should not be out of order much earlier than the others in the WSNs. If the WSNs architecture can balance the traffic load more efficiently, the hotspot problem can be mitigated through several different deployment strategies to provide longer lifetime compared with the conventional deployment strategy. The strategies to extend the lifetime of WSNs include adopting cluster-based routing protocols [10] [12] , optimal traffic distribution strategies [14] , mobile sink node deployment [3] [4] [5] [6] , and multiple sink nodes deployment, etc. The details of the strategies are described in the following sections.
The first strategy to extend the lifetime of WSNs is adopting cluster-based routing architecture [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The second strategy to extend the lifetime of WSNs is to optimize the traffic distribution in the network. In the optimal traffic distribution strategies, it is important to place the relay nodes in the cluster-based WSNs. The cluster-based relay node placement procedures are proposed in several research papers [17] [18] . Firstly, the placement of relay nodes has to satisfy the amount of relay nodes between all leaf nodes under the limit of connectivity. Secondly, the placement of the relay nodes needs to ensure that the relay paths from the relay nodes to the sink node are established. Three heuristic schemes are proposed to place the second phase relay nodes (NTBF, MRCF, BER) [17] [18] . Regarding the deployment of relay nodes in the second phase, it starts building the relay path from the most far away relay node to the sink node in the first phase. When the relay node is about to transmit data, the sum of residue energy of neighboring relay nodes cannot relay these data. To transmit these data to the sink node, more relay nodes are required. It prolongs the lifetime of network but increases extra cost. It deploys extra relay nodes in an accessible sensing environment however is not practical in network working.
Using mobile sink node strategies can balance the traffic load among sensor nodes, eliminate the hotspot effect in the vicinity of the sink, and improve the network performance [3] [4][5] [6] . However, in mobile sink scenarios, frequently updating all nodes with sink's current location leads to significant overhead. The irregular sink mobility can cause the side effect of unexpected changes of the network topology and routing paths, which will influence the emergency and traffic throughput performance obviously. For a WSN with mobile sinks, one of the challenges is to design scalable routing protocols to accommodate the sink mobility. Some scalable routing protocols have already been proposed in the literature [7] . However, most of these protocols are topology-based, and depend on either proactive or reactive maintenance of topology-based state information. Such a routing strategy can cause high protocol overhead when the sink moving rate is high. In this paper, it is proposed the DMSP which including the advantage of cluster-based architecture, optimal traffic distribution strategies, mobile sink node strategy, and multiple sink nodes. The simulation results show that the DMSP present the excellent performance to extend the lifetime of WSNs.
II.THE GRID SENSOR NETWORK MODEL OF THE DMSP
There are three types of devices in this network model, including leaf node (LN), relay node (RN) and mobile sink (MS). LN is a general node and is randomly deployed in monitor environment that it is not able to relay data from other nodes. RN is a cluster head, which is uniformly deployed in monitor environment. The features of RN are described as follows. It has high computing and coordination capacity; it has fixed transmission radius; and it is able to aggregate data from other RNs and further relay them. In general, RN and LN have energy restrictions. In the proposed model, RNs are grouped into backbone nodes (BNs) and non-backbone relay nodes (NBRNs). The data of LNs can only be transmitted to RNs through single-hop, while the data information of RNs can be transmitted to BNs through single-hop or multi-hops. In order to reduce the calculation overhead of the RNs to find the new position of the MS, as shown in Figure 1 , the two MSs move along the path of BNs and collect the information on them. The MSs monitor the environment of WSNs without limit of energy. The details of constructing the whole network are described in the following sections. 
A.
The Energy Model of the DMSP Sensor Node The energy model of sensor node is mainly composed of the following three parts. As shown in Equation 1. E sense represents the need for energy consumption to sense certain length k. As shown in Formula (1), γ represents the need for energy consumption to sense a bit.
……………..(1)
Simple model of radio energy consumption is utilized [19] , where E tx represents the transmission distance d, the need for energy consumption to transmit certain length k, E rx represents the need for energy consumption to receive certain length k. As shown in Formula (2) .
αd n represents the need for energy consumption to transmit radio signal to destination, β represents the need for energy consumption in circuit, and n represents path loss caused by the surrounding, in which the numerical value is usually between 2 to 4. In general, when n=2, α=10pJ/bit/m2 and α=0.0013pJ/bit/m4 when n=4 [20] . In data fusion, only cluster head has to process data fusion, but the general sensor nodes do not need data fusion. It is the need for energy consumption to aggregate single streaming by m streaming (lengths: k). Typical numerical value δ= 5nJ/bit/stream [21] , as shown in Formula (3) . E m, k m δ k … … … … 3
B. Construction Backbone nodes and Non-Backbone relay nodes
All of the sensor nodes in the network get virtual IP through receiving signal strength. The virtual IP consists of 24 bits and is cut into three fields (X, Y, ID). As shown in Figure 2 , the X (or Y) coordinate field represents X (or Y) coordinate of rely node ranging from -127 to 127. The ID field represents the number of child node of relay node ranging from 0 to 255. Radio signal decreases by transmitting distance, therefore, the relay node is able to calculate the distance between sender and receiver by receiving signal strength That is commonly used in signal attenuation model, as shown in Formula (4)：
The value of PL(r) represents a signal attenuation function that is related to distance. The value of n represents the attenuation coefficient, and r0 represents extreme short distance for reference.
First of all, the proposed model regulates the network as a grid network and chooses a SN as the cluster head according to the most remaining energy in each grid of the network. After that, the DMSP chooses a cluster head near the center of the network as the base station (BS). All of the cluster heads are considered as relay nodes in the network.
The RNs will get the back-off time message randomly from the BS that signal strength is . When the back-off time equals to 0, the relay node replies a join message back to BS. The BS assigns IP=(1, 0, 0) to it after receiving the join message. Then, (1, 0, 0) broadcasts a hello message that its radius is ; meanwhile, BS broadcasts a hello message that its radius
is r. The two receiving signal relay nodes are from BS and from (1, 0, 0), randomly get a back-off time. When the back-off time equals to 0, it replies a join message to BS, and the BS assigns IP=(0, 1, 0) or IP=(0, -1, 0) to it after receiving the join message. Then, (0, 1, 0) and (0, -1, 0) respectively broadcasts a hello message that its radius is ; meanwhile BS broadcasts a hello message that its radius is r. The three receiving relay nodes are from BS and from (0, 1, 0) and (0, -1, 0). Randomly getting a back-off time, when the back-off time equals to 0, the relay node replies a join message to BS; then BS assigns IP=(-1, 0, 0) after receiving the join message. The naming of the first layer virtual IP is completed. As shown in Figure 3 The X coordinate and the Y coordinate of the four situations cannot be 0, so it is considered as the relay node. . Then, randomly get back-off time. When back-off time equals to 0, it is named after the two receiving virtual IP. The construction rule of the NBNs is shown in Figure 5 . To assume the receiving virtual IP are (X1, Y1, 0) and (X2, Y2, 0), the naming rules are as follows.
When X1=X2>0 && Y1=-Y2: (X1+1,0,0). When X1=-X2 && Y1=Y2>0: (0,Y1+1,0). When X1=X2<0 && Y1=-Y2: (X1-1,0,0). When X1=-X2 && Y1=Y2<0: (0,Y1-1,0). The X coordinate and the Y coordinate of the four situations can be 0, so it is considered as the backbone node. The backbone node will gather sensing information from relay nodes, which are also a cluster head, and collect data packets from the leaf sensor nodes in the range of its cluster.
After completing relay node's IP naming in the second layer, the relay nodes in the second layer repeat the process herein until all the relay nodes on the grid complete naming, which is shown in Figure 6 . 
C. Construction of the Leaf Nodes
In naming leaf nodes, every non-backbone relay node broadcasts a hello message that its radius is r to the neighboring sensor nodes. The un-named leaf node selects the nearest non-backbone relay node as its father node according to RSS, and then replies a join message to the father node. The father node assigns ID to the leaf node after receiving the join message. The father node of the leaf node is NBRN, and the father node of NBRN is NBRN or BN. LNs transmit sensing information to NBRN by single-hop. The NBRN transmits sensing information to the BN by multi-hop or single-hop.
D. Behavior of the Mobile Sink Nodes
In the proposed model, there are two mobile sink nodes moving round trip and collecting data packets along the BNs. The purpose of the two mobile sink nodes is to gather sensing information efficiently and reduce the hotspot problem. One mobile sink node is along the X-axis backbone and another is along the Y-axis backbone. The mobile sink nodes are considered that they will be charged continuously and have no out of energy
( 2 ) PL r d ± problem. The BN gathers sensing information from NBRNs or the leaf nodes in the cluster of itself.
E. TDMA Scheduling of a Sensor Node
In the proposed model, a time axis is divided into several frames in order to prevent from congestion while sensor nodes transmitting data packets. Each frame is divided into 20 time-slots, as shown in Figures 7 . The functions of each slot are shown as follows. The time slot 1 (TS1) is divided into 5 sub-slots for down-link data packets, which are provided to broadcast data for the base station and backbone nodes. The time slot 2 (TS2) is divided into 9 sub-slots for down-link data packets, which are provided to broadcast data for non-backbone nodes. The time slot 3 (TS3) is divided into 9 sub-slots for up-link data packets, which are provided to broadcast data from leaf nodes to relay nodes. The time slots from 4 to 12 (TS4~TS12) are provided to broadcast data from leaf nodes to relay nodes. The time slots from 13 to 20 (TS13~TS20) are provided to broadcast data from backbone nodes to the base station. In leaf node scheduling, according to the ID in their own virtual IP and through simple modulus operation, every leaf node knows the timing to get the right channel through CSMA/CA which sub-slot coming in Ts3. To assume a leaf node=(X, Y, ID), the following is the schedule of leaf node.
If ID mod 9 != 0 then T(ID) = ID mod 9 Else T(ID) = 9
In non-backbone node scheduling, the non-backbone nodes must receive sensing information from leaf nodes and child non-backbone nodes, which must sense more information than a leaf node does. Therefore, each non-backbone node is in use of a specific time-slot between TS4 and TS12 and transmits sensing information to the backbone node. To avoid hidden terminals problem, relay nodes in the neighborhood on the same quadrant must use different time-slots. Hence, they are divided into group of 9(3*3). The single-hop to backbone of the relay nodes should use different time-slots as well, as shown in Figure 8 , to assume a non-backbone node = (X, Y, 0). In backbone node scheduling, the backbone nodes have to receive sensing information from leaf nodes and child nodes (two non-backbone nodes) that there will be more sensing information than the ones in non-backbone nodes. To relieve the traffic load, it is planned that the two mobile sink nodes will collect sensing packets alone the x-axis backbone and y-axis backbone.
II. DYNAMICALY TRANSMIT SCHEDULING STRATEGIES ON NON-BACKBONE NODES
In the proposed model, three optimal traffic distribution strategies are proposed and compared in the non-backbone nodes. Every non-backbone node has two father nodes in the proposed model, which are horizontal father (HF) and vertical father (VF). So, the load will increase while sensing information is transmitted to a certain relay node. Meanwhile, the increase of transmitting and receiving will also speed up the power consumption. When the power is used up, sensing information can only be transmitted through another relay node. The same consumption repeats until both father node's power is used up, the entire network is cut into several sub-networks. Eventually, it causes the problem of disconnection. In order to overcome this problem, three adjustment strategies, including DTS, REARBS, and VIPOS, are proposed to run in the non-backbone nodes which are single-hop or multi-hops to the backbone, to balance the traffic load of the network. The details of the three strategies are described in the following sections.
A. Dynamic Threshold Scheme (DTS)
In the first strategy, a dynamic threshold (DT) is used to balance the power consumption between non-backbone nodes. The value of DT is ranging from 0 to 1 and is divided into 20 parts; every part is 0.05. The initial value of DT is 0.5. The DTS scheme generates a random number between 0 and 1 before non-backbone nodes transmitting sensing information. Then, compare it with dynamic threshold and choose a target where sensing information is transmitted. Details are as follows. When random <= DT, transmit data to HF, set (DT-0.05) as the threshold of next transmission. This will decrease the probability of HF being chosen in next transmission. When random > DT, transmit data to VF, set (DT+0.05) as the threshold of next transmission. This will decrease the probability of VF being chosen in next transmission. Backbone nodes have to receive sensing information from leaf nodes and two non-backbone nodes, so the traffic load must be more than non-backbone nodes. Therefore, the power consumption of backbone node must also be quicker than non-backbone nodes. After the power being used up, further sensing information cannot be transmitted to the mobile sink node through backbone nodes. This will cause the circumstance of disconnection.
Therefore, prolonging backbone node's lifespan is equal to prolonging the entire network's lifetime. A concept of traffic control is used. According to the buffer of relay node, three thresholds are defined as below. The full limit (FullLimit) condition represents the buffer is full in a relay node, shown as Formula (5). The hard limit (HardLimit) condition represents sensing information accounting for 80% of buffer length in a relay node, shown as Formula (6) . And, the soft limit (SoftLimit) condition represents sensing information accounting for 50% of buffer length in a relay node, shown as Formula (7) . The value of M stands for the buffer of relay node, TR stands for transmission rate, and N stands for the number of frames being transmitted per second. Backbone nodes would detect sensing information accounting for the ratio of buffer length of relay nodes after every frame ends. If the value of SI is less than SoftLimit, the traffic signal will be set as green light. If the value of SI is between SoftLimit and HardLimit, the traffic signal will be set as yellow light. If the value of SI is more than HardLimit, the traffic signal will be set as red light. Then, in the coming of the first slot of frame (Ts1), the backbone node broadcasts the traffic signal to the neighboring non-backbone rely nodes.
The non-backbone nodes which are more than single-hop distance from backbone randomly generate a random number which is between 0 and 1 before transmitting sensing information. It compares with dynamic threshold, chooses the target of sensing information transmitted, and adjusts the range of dynamic threshold as the threshold for next transmission according to the traffic signal. The flowchart is shown in Figure 9 . DTS structure is shown in Figure 10 . 
B.
Residue Energy and Residue Buffer Scheme
The more traffic amount and energy consumption appear when the relay nodes are nearer the backbone. In non-backbone nodes, in the second strategy, it would more consider the residue energy and sensing information (SI) of the two father nodes. Generally speaking, it is more efficient to balance power consumption of non-backbone nodes by choosing father nodes which remain more energy and less sensing information (SI). For the reason, a simple formula is brought up, as Formula (8) .
C w1
E residue represents the residue energy of relay node; E initial represents the initial power of relay node; SI represents the sensing information of relay node, unit is slot; w1 (50%) represents weighted proportion of residue energy of relay node; and w2 (50%) represents weighted proportion of sensing information of relay node. Compare the size of CHF and CVF before non-backbone nodes transmitting sensing information. If the value of CHF is larger than CVF, the data packets will be transmitted to HF. But, if the value of CHF is less than CVF, the data packets will be transmitted to VF.
In order to improve the performance, residue energy and residue buffer scheme (REARBS) are proposed, which add two frame counters to control the load of backbone nodes; one is CounterH and another is CounterV. The initial values of CounterH and CounterV are equal to 0. When the data is transmitted to HF and the traffic signal is yellow light or red light, the CounterH is set a non-zero value and starts to count down frame counter. It would not transmit data again until CounterH equals to 0. Moreover, when the data is transmitted to VF and the traffic signal is yellow light or red light, CounterV starts and counts down frame counter. It would not transmit data again until CounterV equals to 0.
The non-backbone nodes, which are single-hope distance from backbone, compare the size of CHF and CVF before transmitting sensing information. In each of the non-backbone node, it checks whether CounterV or CounterH equals to 0. If so, transmit sensing information and determine whether to restart CounterV or CounterH by traffic signals. If not, do not transmit any sensing information. The flowchart is shown in Figure 11 , and the REARBS structure is shown in Figure 12 . 
C. Virtual IP Orientation Scheme (VIPOS)
When the energy of hotspot relay nodes are used up closer to the backbones, either X-axis backbone or Y-axis backbone, none sensing information is able to be transmitted to the mobile sink node through the backbone. In the third strategy, virtual IP of relay nodes is used to balance energy consumption above several hotspot relay nodes near the backbones. In the VIPOS scheme, the value of X represents the x-axis coordinate of the relay node, and the value of Y represents the Y-axis coordinate. The |X| is the modulus of X, and |Y| is the modulus of Y. The value of |X|+|Y| will be odd or even number.
When (X,Y,0) is on the first quadrant or the third quadrant, |X|+|Y| = even number: Transmit data to HF |X|+|Y| = odd number: Transmit data to VF When (X,Y,0) is on the second quadrant or the fourth quadrant, |X|+|Y| = even number: Transmit data to VF. |X|+|Y| = odd number: Transmit data to HF. In the scheme, the load of backbone nodes is controlled by continuously using three thresholds in DTS (FullLimit, HardLimit, SoftLimit), and traffic signals.
Non-backbone nodes, which are single-hope distance from backbone node, decide whether the target is backbone before transmitting sensing information. If so, check whether CounterV or CounterH is 0. If so, transmit and decide whether to restart CounterV or CounterH according to the traffic signal in order to control the traffic load. If not, do not transmit. If it is not backbone, transmit data directly. The flowchart is shown in Figure  13 , and REARBS structure is shown in Figure 14 . Table 1 . Figure 15 , the bigger the transmission rate will cause the shorter of the network lifetime. When TR=90kbps, non-backbone relay nodes can transmit 4.5kbits of data in every frame while backbone relay nodes can transmit 9kbits of data. When TR=270kbps, non-backbone relay nodes can transmit 13.5kbits of data, while backbone relay nodes can transmit 27kbits of data. In different transmission rates, VIPOS is the longest, REARBS is next, and DTS is the shortest. 
Simulation 2. Comparison of the Collection Period and
Lifetime The network lifetime proceeds as the collection period of leaf nodes grows, due to non-backbone relay nodes shrinking the amount of received data at a fixed time interval and transmitting sensing information to backbone getting less, so that backbone relay nodes extend the lifetime. VIPOS has the longest lifetime because it balances the power consumption of four backbones. Due to one slot being planned in each frame to let leaf nodes transmit the data, the differences between leaf nodes of each relay nodes which affecting the network lifetime is not obvious in this framework. Figure 16 . Comparison of the Collection Periodic and Lifetime Simulation 3. Comparison of the collection period and the amount of data at the BS Collection period is between 0.5 to 4 seconds, when the network lifetime doesn't upgrade obviously. When the collection period gets longer, the received data gets fewer. After the collection period equals to 4 seconds, the network lifetime has been prolonged obviously, so the base station gets more sensor data. Due to VIPOS being the longest lifetime, the received data get the largest. The second one is REARBS, and DTS is the fewest. The major purpose of this paper is finding a scheme to prolong lifespan of relay nodes in heterogeneous sensor networks. First of all, relay nodes build a grid network according to the received signal strength and named IP of every relay node on the grid network. Then, all leaf nodes join a certain cluster according to the received signal strength. It starts to schedule TDMA through the IP. Additionally, it is proposed three energy efficient routing protocols, including Dynamic Threshold Scheme (DTS), using dynamic threshold to balance energy consumption of non-backbone nodes; Residue Energy and Residue Butter Scheme (REARBS), balancing energy consumption of non-backbone nodes more precisely by using the residue energy and residue buffer; and Virtual IP Orientation Scheme (VIPOS), balancing energy consumption of backbone and non-backbone nodes. All of three methods control traffic load of backbone by using traffic signals. According to the simulation result, VIPOS appears the longest lifetime of the three. 
